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1. INTRODUCTION 




(g(x, y(x)) + (p(x, u(x))) dx (1.1) 
R 
over the set of all functions y E H*(R), u E L’(G) subject to 
Ay=f+u on Q, (1.2) 
$+8(4.)30 on I‘ (1.3) 
where Q is an open and bounded subset of R” with a sufficiently smooth 
boundary r, p is a maximal monotone (multivalued) graph in R x R 
(R=]-co,+co[) and A is a second order linear elliptic differential 
operator on Q. 
The function g(x, y): D x R -+ R will be assumed measurable in x and 
locally Lipschitz in y while q: R x R --+I?-= ] -03, +co] will be a convex 
normal integrand. 
It should be emphasized that not only classical boundary value problems, 
but a large class of unilateral elliptic problems occuring in mechanics and 
physics, can be expressed in terms of problem (1.2), (1.3). In the book of 
Duvaut and Lions [5], one will find a large number of such problems. In this 
paper we show that under the above assumptions (there are also a number of 
technical assumptions which will be made more precise later) one can derive 
necessary conditions for optimality in problem (l. l)-(1.3) (see Theorem 1 
below). These conditions involve the generalized gradients in the sense of 
Clarke [4] of functions g and v, and generalize the Euler-Lagrange equations 
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from the classical calculus of variations and from the convex control 
problem of Bolza (Rockafellar [ 121). 
The control problem we consider here is actually a “nonsmooth” and 
nonconvex infinite-dimensional optimization problem so that the known 
methods for deriving necessary condition are inadequate. In few words the 
idea is to approximate problem (l.l)-(1.3) by a family of “smooth” 
regularized control problems and after to tend to limit in the approximating 
optimality equations. The convergence of this approximating process 
contains much of the substance of the paper and, hopefully, could lead to 
numerical algorithms. As a similar constructive approach has already used 
by the author in the study of some convex control problems (see [ 1, 
Chap. IV]). 
Necessary conditions for control problems governed by variational 
inequalities have already been investigated by a number of authors (see the 
book and the survey of Lions [6, 71 for some significant results in this 
direction). Although the problem considered here is in many aspects much 
more general than other cases studied in the literature, a precise comparation 
of Theorems 1 and 2 with other results on necessary conditions for control 
problems governed by nonlinear elliptic equations is difficult. However, 
Theorem 3 may be compared with some recent results of Mignot [9] on 
control problems governed by Signorini’s problem. 
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 general notations and 
basic assumptions are detailed. Section 3 is concerned principally with 
formulations of the generalized Euler-Lagrange conditions and the results 
(Theorems 1,2 and 3). Section 4 gives, for the purposes of Section 5, some 
technical lemmas. The control process approximating problem ( 1.1 )-( 1.3) 
and the proof of Theorem 1 are given in Section 6. The proof of Theorems 1 
and 2 are given in Sections 6 and 7. The last section deals with some 
remarks and supplementary results. In particular, necessary conditions are 
given for the control problem with cost functional (1.1) and state equation 
AY + P(Y) 3f+ u on R, (1.4) 
y=o on r. (1.5) 
2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
We consider in the Euclidean space RN an open bounded set R with 
smooth boundary r. On Q we consider the second order differential operator 
N 
A.Y = - C taijYx,)xj + aYT 
i,j= 1 
(2-l) 
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where aii E C’(n), a E L”(Q) and for some positive constants wr and CC)~ 
Q>Wl a.e. on Q (2.2) 
\‘ aijtitj > w21t/2 a.e. on fin, <E R”. (2.3) 
i..i= 1 
In addition we assume, aij = aji for all i,j. 
We denote by a/& the outward normal derivative corresponding to A, i.e., 
where n = (ni) is the unit outward normal at r. 
Let Wk9p(0) (k, a positive integer) denote the Sobolev space of all 
functions in LP(Q) all of whose derivatives (in the sense of distributions) up 
to order k also belong to Lp(Q). We shall denote by Ws3”(r) (s > 0) the 
usual Sobolev space on r (see [ 8, [ lo]) and we shall write Hk(Q) = @*‘(a), 
w(r) = lv2(l-). 
We shall denote by a( . , . ) the bilinear form associated with A, i.e., 
for y, IJI E C’(a). (2.4) 
We now state the basic assumptions on v, and g. First we shall suppose 
that cp is a normal convex integrand on Q x R in the sense of Rockafellar 
[ 111, in other words 
(i) (D(x, . ) is for each x E 0 a lower-semicontinuous convex function 
from R to R= ]-co, +a~], not identically +a~. 
(ii) p is measurable with respect to the a-jield of subsets of l2 X R 
generated by products of Lebesgue sets in r and Bore1 sets in R. 
(iii) There exist d E L”(B) and i E L’(O) such that 
q(x, y) > d(x) y t i(x) a.e. x E 12; y E R. (2.5) 
Moreover, there exists at least one function v E L’(Q) such that the function 
q(x, v) is majorized on J2 by a summable function. 
It is well known that under (i), assumptions (ii) and (iii) are automatically 
satisfied when (o is independent of x. The above assumptions ensure, in 
particular, that ~(x, V(X)) is a Lebesgue-measurable function of x for every 
Lebesgue-measurable function v: a + R and the function v + Jn cp(x, v(x)) dx 
is a well-defined lower semicontinuous convex function from L2(32) to R and 
not identically fco. 
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It should be noted that our assumptions on (o allow implicit control 
constraints of the form 
u(x) E UJx), a.e. x E Q, 
where U,,(x) is a closed interval of real line. These control constraints can be 
implicitely incorporated into the problem by defining (or redefining) 
$9(u,x)=+ 03 if u E U,(x). 
The remaining assumption concerns g, only. 
(iv) For each y E R, g(x, y) is a summable function on 8. For each 
r > 0 there exists a function h, E L’(Q) such that 
I g(x, y) - g(x, z>l < h,(x)1 Y - z I, at. x E Q, (2.6) 
for all y, z E R such that 1 y 1 + 1 z I < r. g majorizes on Q x R at least one 
function m of the form 
m(x,y>=- Coy2 t n(x) (2.7) 
with n E L’(0) and C, a positive constant. 
It should be noticed that, in particular, assumption (iv) is satisfied if the 
function g is independent of x, convex and everywhere finite in y. 
Now we shall briefly review some elementary facts about subgradients of 
convex functions and generalized gradients in the sense of Clarke (see [4]) of 
locally Lipschitz functions. For the sake of simplicity we shall restrict our 
discussion to functions defined on R and refer the reader to the book and the 
recent lecture notes of Rockafellar [ 13, 141 for a fuller exposition. 
Given a real valued lower semicontinu’ous convex function v: R + R and a 
point r E R, we denote by @(r) the set of all w E R such that 
v(r) < V(Y) + w(r -Y) for every y E R. 
Such numbers w are called subgradients of I// at r, and aw(r) is called the 
subdifferential of t,u at r. The subdifferential is a maximal monotone graph in 
R xR. 
Let g:R + R be a locally Lipschitz function. The generalized gradient of g 
at y, again denoted ag(y) is by definition the convex hull of the compact set 
(w E R; y, + y with g differentiable at y, and 
Vg(y,)+w as n+ co}. 
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(In the sequel we shall denote by V the ordinary differentiation symbol on 
R.) Consider the function go defined by 
g”(y, z) = liy,;;p MY’ + fz> - g(Y’>)lt. P-8) 
fi0 
Then the generalized gradient ag(y) can be equivalently defined as (see 
14, 141) 
d&y)= {wER;g”(y,z)>zw for all z E R }. (2,.9) 
If g is convex then ag(y) is the set of all subgradients of g at y. If g is 
differentiable at y then ag( y) = Vg( y). 
Now we are ready to formulate the last assumptionon g. 
(v) There exist positive constanis a, Ci, i = 1, 2 and the funcfion 
Co E L’(R) such that 
max{lwl; w E &(x,y)} < C,g(x,y) I YIP + C,Y* + Co(x), 
a-e. xEL!,yER. (2.10) 
(In all cases where ag(x, y) intervenes, the generalized gradient of function 
g(x, . ) at y is understood.) 
3. THE GENERALIZED EULER-LAGRANGE CONDITIONS 
It is well known (see [2, Theorem 1.91) that under our assumptions on A, 
p and f, for every u E L*(Q) problem (1.2), (1.3) admits a unique solution 
y, E H*(R). We denote by 0 the operator defind from L*(G) to H*(R) by 
Ou = y, . Then our control problem can be represented as: 
Minimize F(u) on L2(Lr), (3-l) 
where 
F(u) = ( Mx, (Qu)(x)) + v(x, u(x)>> dx. (3.2) 
The conditions we have imposed on 9 and g ensure that for each u E L’(Q), 
F(u) is well defined (either a real number or +CQ) and F f +CO. 
By a feasible function in problem (3. l), we shall mean any u E L’(s1) such 
that F(u) < + co. A feasible function u, at which the minimum of F over 
L*(Q) is achieved is called an optimal control, and the pair (y. = Quo, u,) is 
called an optimal pair in problem (3.1). 
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Let p be a fixed CF function on R satisfying 
P(r>=P(-r), Pk> > 07 for all rE l-1, 1 [, 
I 
m p(r)==Ofor ]r] > 1, p(r)dr= 1. 
-a 
For each E > 0 denote by p, the Yosida approximation of /3, 
B,(r) = E-yr- (1 + c/3-’ r) for all rf R 




P'(r)= ja P,(r- NP(@d~ 
"-02 
=& P,(fvPV(I.- 4)dB (3.6) 
DEFINITION 1. Let (yO, UJE H2(Q) x L2(R). We say that (yO, uO) 
satisfy the generalized Euler-Lagrange conditions for problem (3.1) if there 
exist sequences a, -+ 0, {v,} c H*(R), {p,} c IV’~“(fi), 1 < q < co and 
(q,,} c L’(J2) such that &I,/& E L’(T) and 
Yn-+Yo strongly in H’(Q) and weakly in H’(Q), (3.7) 
AY, -+ uo +f strongly in L*(O), (3-g) 
2 + p’q y,) = 0 on r, (3.9) 
AP, = q, on Q (3.10) 
$f + vp(y,>p, = 0 on r, (3.11) 
Pn-+P weakly in W,,,(0) and strongly in L*(Q), (3.12) 
3P, 3P -+- 
av av 
weak star M(T), (3.13) 
4n + 40 weakly in L l(O), (3.14) 
qo(x) E &7(x, vo(x)> a.e. x E fl, (3.15) 
p(x) E - @(x, uo(x)) a.e. x E an, (3.16) 
for n+ co 
Here M(T) is the space of all Radon measures on r (the dual of C(T)). 
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The boundary value problem (3.10), (3.11) is considered in the weak 
sense, i.e. for all K E C’(D), 
Q(P,,K)+ [ vp’“(Y,)P,Kdo= I’ 9,Kdx. (3.17) 
” I‘ ‘0 
It should be observed that (3.17) makes sense since Vp’“(y,) E L”‘(r) and 
the “trace” of p, E W’,q(Q) belongs to I+” - i’q,9(r) c L’(r). 
Such a p E W’,9(Q) will be called a coextremal for functional F. Passing 
to limit in Eqs. (3.10) (3.11) we see that p is a solution in the sense of 
distributions to the boundary value problem 
Ap=q, on 0, (3.18) 
aP s+b,=O on r, (3.19) 
where 6, E M(T) is given by 
(k/4 = :m, 1’ WW,>, w do for all v/ E C(T). (3.20) 
- r 
The main result is 
THEOREM 1. Let (y,,, u,) be an optimal pair for problem (3.1). Then 
( yO, uO) satisfy the generalized Euler-Lagrange conditions with a coextremal 
p E W’*q(J2), where 1 < q < N/(N- 1). 
The generalized Euler-Lagrange conditions can be made more explicit in 
some noteworthy cases which will be discussed below. 
1” The function /I is locally Lipschitz. By the Lebesgue decomposition 
theorem every measure 6 in M(T) can be expressed uniquely as the sum of 
an “absolutely continuous” component 6, and a “singular component” 6, 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure da on IY It turns out that if /I is a 
locally Lipschitz function on R then (a,), E k$?(yJp a.e. on r(a,f? stands for 
the generalized gradient of /I). 
THEOREM 2. Let (y,,, uO) be an optimal pair in problem (3. l), where p is 
locally Lipschitz. Then there exists a function p E W’9q(0) for some 
1 < q < N/(N - 1) with ap/& E M(r) and qO E L’(O) such that 
Ap=q,, on .Q, (3.21) 
ap c 1 z + ap(yJp 3 0, a.e. on r, a (3.22) 
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qo(x) E &(x, yo(x>>, 
p(x) E - &p(x, u,(x)), 
a.e. x E .R, (3.23) 
a.e. x E 0. (3.24) 
If I < N < 3 or ifp satisj?es the inequality 
lVP(y>l < C(lyIa + 11, a.e. YE R (3.25) 
where O<a< 2(N- l)/(N-4)N if N> 4 and a < co if N=4, then 
dp/dv E L ‘(r) (i.e. (@/f3v), = 0). 
2” The Signorini problem. Consider the special case where p is defined 
by 
P(r) = 0, for r > 0, 
P(O)= l-%01 (3.26) 
and 
P(r) = 0 for r < 0. 
Then Eqs. (1.2), (1.3) reduce to Signorini’s problem (see e.g. [5, p. ISO]). 
Ay =f+ u on R 
yg=o; y>o, $0 on r. 
THEOREM 3. Let (y,,, uO) be an optimal pair in problem (3.1) where /3 is 
defined by (3.26). Then there exists the functions p E W’.Y(a), 
l<q<N/(N-l)andq,EL’(G) such that 8p/av E M(T) and satisfying 
Ap=qo on J2, (3.27) 
3P 
y” av, c ) = 0 a.e. on r, 
qo(x) E Wx, yo(x>> a.e. x E 0, (3.30) 
p(x) E - +(x, uo(x)) a.e. x E 0. (3.31) 
If 1 < N < 3 then 
8P 
;iyyo=o on I-. (3.32) 
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By definition of singular measure (6,),, which can be considered as an 
element of @“O(T))*, there exists an increasing sequence (r,} of measurable 
sets covering {x E r; ye(x) > 0) and such that (a,), (w) = 0 whenever 
li/ E La(I) vanishes almost everywhere outside of some I-,. Then Eqs. (3.27) 
and (3.29) can be interpreted as 
a@, K) = j qlc dx 
R 
for all K E C’(B) such that YAK = 0 outside of some r,. 
We conclude this section by observing that in the special case where 
p(O) = R and /I(r) = 0 f or I # 0 which corresponds to linear homogeneous 
Dirichlet problem 
Ay =f+ u on Q, y=o on r, 
we have p’(y) = E - ‘y for all E > 0 and y E R. Hence 6, = + co unless p = 0 
and therefore the generalized Euler-Lagrange conditions become 
AP E dg(x, y,) on J2, p=o on r, 
(3.33) 
p(x) E - $& u,(x)), a.e. on 9. 
4. SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS 
For each E > 0 define the function 
g,(x, y) = inf ((y - z)‘/2s + g(x, z); z E R 1. 
Obviously, 
&(X3 Y> < k!(XY Y> for all x E R, y E R. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
LEMMA 1. For all sufjciently small E, g, satisfies assumption (iv) with 
some functions h and m independent of E. 
Proof: Since g, can be expressed as the pointwise infimum of a family of 
measurable functions on 9, g,(x, y) is itself measurable on Q for every 
yER. 
By assumption (iv) it follows that 
g(x, z) > - C,z2 + n(x) a.e. x E J2, z E R. (4.3) 
The latter combined with (4.1) yields for 0 < E < (4C,)-’ the following 
estimate 
g,(x, y) > - 2C, y* + n(x) a.e. x E R, y E R (4.4) 
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In particular, it follows by (4.2) and (4.3) that g,(x, y) is a summable 
function on 0 for all y E R and for ali ly] + /I] < r one has 
where F,.(x) = max {h,(x), 4C,r). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
In particular, it follows by (4.3) that for 0 < E < (4C,)-’ the infimum 
defining g,(x, y) is achieved in at least one point z,. We shall denote by 
Z,(y) the set of all points z,, i.e., 
&(X9 Y> = I Y - z, 12/2& + g(-? 4 for z, ~5 Z,(Y) (4.5) 
LEMMA 2. For each x E Ll and y E R one has 
GL(x7 Y> c &(x7 ZJ for some 2, E Z,(y) (4.6) 
Proof. Let (x, y) E Q x R be such that g,(x, y) is differentiable at y. By 
(4.5) we have for all h E R and z, E Z,(y) 
Vg,(x,y) h = 1:~ (g,(x>y + fh) - g,(x,~))/l 
< lfp SUP (g(x, z, + fh) -dx, z,>>/t. 
Hence 
Vg,(x, y) h < go+; z,, h) for all h E R, 
where go is defined by Eq. (2.8). By (2.9) we may infer that 
Vg,(x, y) E ag(x, zJ. Now let (x, y) be an arbitrary point in R x R and 
let ( y,) be such that y, +y and Vg,(x,y,) + w  for n -+ cc. Let z, E Z,(y,). 
As shown before we have Vg,(x, y,) E ag(x, zn) and by (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5) 
we see that {zn) converges to some z, E Z,(y). Since the mapping 
z + ag(x, z) is closed we have that w  E ag(x, z,). 
By definition of generalized gradient Jg we may therefore conclude that 
ag,(x, y) c ag(x, z~) as claimed. 
For the convex function ~(x, . ) we similarly define 
p,(x, y) = inf { I y - z 12/2& + 9(x, z); z E R }. (4.7) 
It is well known (see e.g. [ 1, p. 1071) that, for each E > 0 and x E Q, the 
function y -+ rp,(x, y) is differentiable on R and Vq,, is given by 
V(o,(X,Y) = e-‘(y - (1 + E&+, . >>-’ Y> for all y E R. (4.8) 
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Furthermore, one has 
and 
(PAX, Y) = 0, (1 + &WX> . >> - I Y) + (+)I V$7,(& Y)12 (4.9) 
v& Y> < (D(x, Y) for all y E R. (4.10) 
Also we notice that by assumption (iii) and Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) we have 
cp,(x, y) > do(x) y + k,(x) a.e. x E .R, y E R (4.11) 
with some functions do E L”(Q) and Lo E L’(Q) independent of E. 
We shall conclude this section with some estimates on solutions to 
nonlinear boundary value problem 





where p’ is given by formula (3.6). 
As p’ is monotone, from the general theory (see [2]) we know that for 
each u E L’(Q) problem (4.12) has a unique solution y E H*(R). We set 
y=o,u (4.13) 
LEMMA 3. There is a positive constant C independent of E such that 
/I @cull HZ(n) G c(ll~IlL~(*) + IlfllLqn,>~ (4.14) 
In particular, one has 
G cI(ll4/Lw2~ + IlfllLlcnJ for all u E L'(Q) (4.15) 
with some constant C, independent of &(yo denotes the “trace” operator) 
ProoJ By Theorem 1.10 in [2] and its proof one has 
II @,ull H’(Q) < C(ll u +&n, + II @~&RJ~ (4.16) 
where C is independent of E. Next by the Green’s formula-one has 
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Since a is coercive on H’(0) x H’(G) and /3’ is monotone one finds that 
We shall denote by C several positive constants independent of E. This 
completes the proof of estimate (4.14). As regards (4.15) it is a simple 
consequence of the “trace theorem” (see [8, p. 391). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let (yO, uO) E H’(G) x L’(G) be an optimal pair for problem (3.1). For 
each E > 0, consider the approximating control problem (P,): 
Minimize i (g’(x, y(x)> + VAX, u(x)> + 4 I uo(x) - u(x>l’> dx ‘0 
in J’ E HZ@) and u E ~!,,‘(a) subject to 
Ay=u+j- on 0, 
~+p’(u)=O on r, 
(5.1) 
where p’ is defined by formula (3.6), P’, is given by (4.7) and 
g% v) = fm g,(x, .v - ~0) ~(0) de, for xER,yER (5.2) 
m 
(p is a CF - function satisfying conditions (3.3) and (3.4)). 
From now on, we shall take E is sufficiently small (0 < E < (4C,) ‘) such 
that Lemmas 1 and 2 are satisfied. 
LEMMA 4. For each E, problem (P,) has at least one solution 
(Y, 3 UJ E WQ) x L*(Q). 
ProojI Let 0,: L*(Q) -+ H2(D) be the operator defined by (4.13) and let 
F, : L*(Q) + R the functional 
F,(u) = !’ (g’(x, (@,u)(x)) + (~r(x, u(x)) + h,(x> - WI’> dx 
D 
By Lemma 1 and Eq. 5.2 we see that likewise g the function g’ satisfies 
assumption (iv) with some functions h, and m independent of E. The 
combination of this fact with those in Lemma 3 yields inf{F,(u); 
4OY/R0/2 I Y  
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u EL’(n)} = d, > - co and F,(u)-, t co for IIu~~~~~~~,-+ t co. Let {u,} c 
L*(0) be such that 
4 <F&n) < 4 t l/n (5.3) 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
un + UC weakly in L’(Q). 
Note from Lemma 3 that (O,u,} remains in a bounded subset of H2(8), and 
therefore is a relatively compact subset of H’(Q). Extracting a further subse- 
quence if necessary, we have 
@cu, =Y,-+Y, strongly in H’(Q) and weakly in H’(R), 
while by the “trace theorem” 
YoY,c+ YOY, strongly in H”‘(T), 
weakly in H”*(r), 
as n + co. Clearly y, = 0, u,. On the other hand, inasmuch as g’(x, y) is 
continuous in y we may assume that 
!‘% gc(x, y,(x)> = g’(x, y,(x)) a.e. x E Q 
and since g’ is majorized on D x R by a function of the form (2.7) we may 
apply Fatou’s lemma to get 
!‘_” inf [ 8(x, y,,(x)> dx 2 [ g’(x, y,(x)> dx. 
-0 ‘R 
(5.4) 
The function u + I‘,, ((4,(x, u(x)) + i 1 uo(x) - u(x)l’) dx is convex and 
continuous on L2(Q). Therefore it is weakly lower semicontinuous, and this 
implies 
lim inf (q,,(x, u,(x)) + $ I uO(x) - n&)I’) dx 
n-cc I 0 
> 
5 
(rp,(x, u,(x)) t : I #o(x) - u&)1') dx. 
R 
Then from (5.3) and (5.4) we have that F,(u,) = d, which completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Our aim is to prove that (y,, u,) converges (in an appropriate space) to 
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(y,, zq,) for E --) 0. To this end we need a convergence result concerning the 
solutions W, E H*(0) to the boundary value problem 
Aw, = ug +f on Q, 
aw,pv + p’(w,) = 0 on r. 
(5.5) 
LEMMA 5. For E + 0, w, -+ y, weakly in H’(Q) and 
11 w, - y,llH,(n, < Cc”* for all 6 > 0. (5-e) 
Proof: By Lemma 3 one has 
(5.7) 
where C is independent of E. Next, by Green’s formula 
for all &,A > 0. (5.8) 
Since p is monotone and /I(( 1 + a/I-’ r) E /l,(r) for all E > 0 and r E R, it 
follows from (3.6) that 
ca’(w,) -P%%>)(w, - WA> 
>(E--I*)(al (PA w, - ~0) - p*(w, - M)) Q(B) de 
” -cc 
+ 1” WA w, - w - Vzp,(w, - w> 
co 
x (P,(wc - &e> - P.l(M’.A - w> P(B) de, (5.9) 
while Lemma 3 yields 
IIpL(%)lIr,~(r~ < c* (5.10) 
On the other hand, since /3, is Lipschitz with constant l/c we see by (3.6), 
IP,~ -P,(w, - 4 G lel y 
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and therefore 
IP,(w,(x> - &@ G IP’(w&>>l + c for xET, 8E [-1, 11. 
Along with (5.9) and (5.10) the latter yields 
- I’ F(wJ -P”(%>>( w, - WJ da < C(E + 1). 
-r 
Since a is coercive on H’(Q) x H’(a), it follows from (5.8) 
II w, - YlIIIqI>) ,< CC& + 1) for all .s, 1 > 0. (5.11) 
Let w0 = lim,,, w, in H’(G). Obviously W, -+ w,, weakly in H’(R) and 
Yo We -+ YOWO strongly in H”*(T), 
aw,/av + aw,/av weakly in H”*(r). 
Hence 
and 
Aw, = u. +f a.e. on Q (5.12) 
weakly in H”*(T) and strongly in L*(T) (5.13) 
for F + 0. Let j: R + R be a lower semicontinuous convex function such that 
aj = /3 (such a function always exists because p is maximal monotone). Then 
,f3, = Vj,, where (see (4.9)) 
j&j = (~/W3,(v>l” + A(1 + E/V’ Y for all E > 0, Y E R (5.14) 
One has 
P’Mx>>(w,W - 4 >f(w,W) -j’(w) for all w E R, 
where 
0~) =jm jAy - @PM dQ for yER. 
- a2 
By (5.13) we get for all w E R 
-(~w,/~v)(x)(w,(x) - w) > lim2fj’(w,(x)) -j(w), a.e. x E ZY 
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Here we have also used the obvious inequality 
j,(Y - @ a(Y) + &02/2 for all y E R, 0 E [-1, 11. 
By (5.14) we have 
.f(w,(x>> < jrn A(1 + @) - ’ (w,(x) - W) PC@ de. 
-cc 
(5.15) 
We notice also the inequality 
u + w (W,(X) - 4 - w,(x)1 
G E vwd-4 - &@)I + 6
< Cc(Ip’(w,(x)l + l), a.e. xEP, eE [-1, 11. 
Since j is lower semicontinuous we may apply Fatou’s lemma in (5.15) to 
get 
lim$ff(w,(x)) >j(w,(x)) a.e. x E r, 
and therefore 
- 2 (x)(wo(x) - w) >j(w,(x)) -j(w) a.e. XEZ- 
for all w E R. In other words, we have shown that - (aw,/&)(x) E p(w,(x)) 
a.e. x E r and hence w,, is a solution to problem (1.2), (1.3), where u = u,. 
By uniqueness we may conclude that w, =yO. As regards (5.6) it is implied 
by (5.11). The proof of Lemma 5 is therefore complete. 
LEMMA 6. We have 
u, - a0 strongly in L*(Q) 
Ye-Y0 strongly in H’(Q) and weakly in H*(G) 
as E + 0. 
Proof: It suffices to prove the convergence on some sequence E, -+ 0. For 
each E > 0 we have 
~A%) G F,(uo) = j (if@? WC> + P&T uo)) d-G (5.16) 
R 
where w, is the solution of problem (5.5). On the other hand, according to 
(4.1), we have 
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g’(x> we(x)) < k jm, I w,(x) - ~0 - Y,(x)I~ (8) de -a 
+ g(x, y&)), a-e. x E Q 
and consequently, 
g% w,(x)> < &Y&>) + e- ’ I w,(x) - Y&l2 + E. (5.17) 
Next by Sobolev’s imbedding theorem, H’(Q) c Lp(Q) for some p > 2. Thus 
in view of Lemma 5, 
II w, -Y,ll L”(R) < CE’/2 for all s > 0. 
The latter combined with (5.17) shows that the integrals {jE g’(x, w,(x)) dx; 
E c 0} are equicontinuous and therefore, by the Dunford-Pettis criterion, 
{g’(x, we)} is weakly compact in L’(a). But according to (4.1) and (4.5), we 
have 
~l~,(+~e-M)l’+&~z,(~)) 
= g,(x, W,(X) - Ee) G + i 812 + g(x, WAX)). (5.18) 
Since g is continuous in y and we(x) -+ yO(x) a.e. x E J2 (on a subsequence) 
we may suppose that lim,,, g(x, w,(x)) = g(x, yJx)> a.e. x E R. Then we 
conclude from (5.18) that z,(0) -y,,(x) a.e. x E Q, 0 E 1-1, l] and therefore 
!; a Z,(e)) = g(x, h(x)) a.e. x E a, eE [-1, 11. 
Finally, 
;z g,k W,(X) - &e) = g(x, hw), a.e. xu2,eE I-1, 11. 
Hence 
2: g’(x, w,(x)) = g(x, ye(x)) a.e. x E 0. 
Since { g’(x, w,)) is weakly compact in L’(B), we may therefore conclude in 
virtue of Vitali’s theorem (see e.g. [ 15, p. 1221) 
gw, WC> + L&5 YCJ strongly in L’(Q) 
for some sequence, again denoted {E}, which tends to zero. We conclude 
from (4.10) and (5.16) that 
(5.18)’ 
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Since (u,} is bounded in L*(Q), we can extract a sequence, again denoted by 
u F, such that, when E + 0, we have 
UC + 00 weakly in L*(Q) 
and consequently 
Ye -+ zo weakly in H*(R) and strongly in H’(Q), 
YOY, -+ YOZO strongly in H”2(I), (5.19) 
: azo 8YE 
av av 
weakly in H”2(r). 
By using exactly the same argument as that in the proof of Lemma 5 we 
deduce that 
2 (x) E - /l(zo(x)) . a.e. XET 
and therefore z. = Ov,. 
The functional u -+ I, cp(x, u) dx is weakly lower semicontinuous on L*(L?) 
and 
(1 + E@(x))- ’ u, --+ 00 weakly in L’(Q) 
(because u - (1 + E@(X)))’ u = cVrp,(x, u) and (~1 Vrp,(x, u,)l’} 
is bounded in L*(R) in virtue of (4.9) and (5.18)‘). Hence again using (4.8), 
(4.9) we get 
lim inf 
i 
p,(x, u,) dx > 
I v(x, 0,) dx. 
(5.20) 
f-O n 0 
By (5.19) we may suppose that y,(x) + zo(x) a.e. x E R while by an 
inequality of the form (5.18) we may infer as above that 
l& g’(x, y,(x)) = g(x, z,(x)) a.e. x E R. 
Since g’ are uniformly majorized on B X R by a function of the form (2.7), 
Fatou’s lemma is applicable thereby obtaining 
lim inf J’ t-0 * g% y,) h > !’ g(x, zo> dx. R 
Along with (5.18)’ and (5.20), the latter implies 
lim F,,(u,,) = F(u,) = F(v,) 
n-m 
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for some sequence E, + 0. Consequently, lim,, 11 u,” - UOIIL1,RJ = 0, u0 = u. 
and z. =y, as claimed. 
LEMMA 7. The set (Vg’(x, y,)} is weakly compact in L’(Q). 
ProoJ: By formula (5.2) and Lemma 2 one has 
I Vg’(x, y,(x)>1 < SUP I j”’ I w(x, 011 P(@ d& 4x, 0) -cc 
E dg,(x, y,(x) - ce>; 8 E I-1, 11 i 
G s~~ 
I 
1’2, I wcx, 69 ~(69 de; W(X, 0) 
~ag(x,~,(~,e));efz [-1, l] a.e.xEQ . (5.21) 
t 
Here z,(x, 0) E Z( y,(x) - EB) ( see formula (4.5)). For any k > 0 denote by 
E, = {(x, 8) E Q x ] - 1, l[; Iz,(x, t9)[ < k}. By condition (2.6) it follows that 
I&(x, zc>I G h&I for (x, 8) E E, , (5.22) 
where h, E L’(Q). For (x, 0) c E, we have by assumption (v) 
I Gr(x, 4 < C, dx> z,)lk” + C, I z, I* + Co(x) 
< c, g,(x,y,(x) - 4/k” t c, lYE( + a,(x), (5.23) 
where a, is some function i&,,(a). To obtain the latter we have also used 
obvious inequality 
dx, Y,(x) - d4 G g(x, 0) t I Y,(X) - w2E. 
It follows from (5.21), (5.22) and (5.23) that for all k > 0, 
IV&% Y,(X))1 < max h(x), C,k-%'(x, Y,(X)> + C3 IY,(x)~* 
t al(x)} a.e. xER. (5.24) 
Since { y,} is bounded in H’(a), it follows by (5.18) and Lemma 1 that the 
family of functions { gE(x, y,)} is bounded in L’(a). This fact combined with 
(5.24) implies by a standard argument involving the Dunford-Pettis criterion 
that (Vg’(x, y,)} is weakly compact in L’(Q) as claimed. 
Now we pass to the definition of the sequence {p,} arising in Definition 1. 
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Since Vg’(x, y,) E L’(n) and V/P( y,) E La(r), the boundary value 
problem 
Ap, = Vg’(x, y,) on Q, 
dp,/av + Vp’( Y,) P, = 0 
(5.25) 
on r, 
has a unique solution p, E W”Yq(Q) satisfying 
for some I < q < N/(N - 1) (see Theorem 20 in [ 3 ] for a more general 
result). 
Of course, problem (5.25) must be considered in the weak sense, i.e., 
a(~, 3 K) + I Vp’(Y,) PF da = I 
Vg’(x, Y,) K dx (5.27) 
I- R 
for all K E: C’(a). Let [ = c(r) be a smooth bounded and monotone approx- 
imation to sign Y and let q, be a C” approximation to p,. If in (5.21) we 
choose IC = [(q,) and let q, -+p, we obtain 
1 VP’(Y,)P,C(P,) da G j- g%,y,) GP,) dx. 
I- n 




av = II Vp’(Y,) P, IIL l(r) L’(T) 
< II Vg% Yt)lLq*, G c. (5.28) 
Now we observe that the operator 0,: L*(R) -+ L*(Q) defined by (4.13) is 
Gateaux differentiable on L*(R) and its differential VO,(u,) at U, is given by 
where 8, E H*(0) is the solution to the following boundary value problem 
s + V/?‘(y,) 8, = 0 on K 
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Since U, is a minimum point for functional F, it follows by a standard 
procedure that 
I vgyx, y,) 8, dx + I (u, - u. + %J,(x, UJ 2, dx = 0 (5.30) R 0 
for all u E Lm(Q). If u E L”(Q) then 8, E FV*“(fl) for every p ( a~ so that 
first integral in (5.30) is well defined. On the other hand, it follows from 
(5.29) 
4edJ + 1 Vp’b,) e,P, da = I’ UP, dx. 
‘I- -0 
Inasmuch as Eq. (5.27) extends to all K E W”4’(D)(l/q + l/q’ = 1) we may 
choose K = 8,. Along with (5.30) one obtains 
I (u, - u. + aw,(x, ~4,) + P,) 0 dx = 0 forall vEP(R) .R 
and therefore 
p,(x) = - @,(x, u,(x)) + uo(x) - u,(x), a.e. x E a. (5.31) 
In the light of Lemma 7 there is a sequence E, -+ 0 for n -+ co and a function 
q. E L’(Q) such that 
Vg% YE,> + 40 weakly in L’(R). (5.32) 
Since by (5.26) (p,} remain in a bounded subset of any IV’*‘(Q), 
1 6 q < N/(N - l), we may select a sequence from {Ed}, again denoted by 
E, + 0 such that 
Pr,-+P strongly in L*(O) and weakly in W’9q(fi) 
(5.33) 
YoPr,+ YOP weakly in IV’ - 1’q*q(Z) and strongly in Lq(T). 
We recall that the “trace” operator y. maps IVi9q(.Q) into W1-l’q,q(T) (see 
e.g. [lo]). 
We set y,” = y,, u,” = U, and p,, =p,. By (5.32) we observe that 
lim 
j 
. JP, av K do = - ap(rc) exists for all K E C’(6). 
n+m r 
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Since by (5.28) {@,,/c?v} is bounded in L’(T) we can conclude that 
6, = - dp/av E M(T) and 
3Pn 8P --+- 
av av 
weak star in M(Z). 
We also notice that by Lemma 6, 
Y, + Yo strongly in H’(Q) and weakly in H’(a), 
u, -+ uo strongly in L2(Q). 
Extracting a further subsequence if necessary, we may suppose that 
p,(x) -p(x) a.e. x E Q, 
and 
u,(x) + uo(x) a.e. x E Q. 
Then Eq. (5.31) implies by a standard argument that 
p(x) E - i$(x, uo(x)) a.e. x E a. 
Summarizing to this point, we have shown that conditions (3.7~(3.14) and 
Eq. (3.16) are satisfied with {y,}, {p,}, {qo} found above and 
q, = Vg’$x, y,). To conclude the proof of Theorem 1 it remains to show that 
qo(x) E dg(x, ye(x) a.e. x E R. (5.34) 
According to Mazur’s theorem (see e.g. [ 15 p. 1211) we deduce by (5.32) 
that function q. is the strong limit in L’(Q) of a certain sequence (4:) 
consisting of convex combinations of the VgGn(x, y,) with n > m. Extracting a 
subsequence if necessary, we may assume that 
q:(x) * qo(x) a.e. x E Q for m + co. (5.35) 
Fix any x E Q for which (5.35) is true and in addition: y,(x)+y,(x), 
g(x, 0) ( + co and h,(x) ( + 03 for some Y > 0 (h, is the function occurring 
in assumption (iv)). Obviously almost all points x E B satisfy these 
conditions. We have, 
vg’(x,y)=&-‘Jm g,(x,y-&e)p’(e)de for all yE R. (5.36) 
-cc 
Let qi be of the following from 




where I,,, is a finite set of natural numbers on the interval [m, +co [ and 
Ai > 0, Ci,,,,,Ai = 1. We shall simply denote y,(x) by yi and g” =g’. We 
have for every vi, 
gt’(X, Yi - co) = g,,(x, vi> + vg,,(x, vi)(Yi - sic - vi) 
+ eJ~(8)(yj-ci0-Ui), 8E I-1, I]; iE r,, 
where wi(B) = o(]y, - EPIC - vi]). Inserting the latter in (5.36), where e = si 
andy=yi, we get 
vgi(x, J’i) 
= vgci(X3 vi) + El’ ’ 
f 
co ~i(e)(yi - Eie - Vi) p’(B) de (5.38) 
Jc 
Now we choose Vi sufficiently close to yi such that ]yi - vi] < ci. Then (5.38) 
yields 
] vg’(x, vi) - Vg,,(x, Vi)] < vi + 0 as i --$ 00 
and therefore (5.35) and (5.37) give 
qO(x) = lim \‘ AtVg,,(x, vi). 
m+oo i’;;, 
(5.39) 
By Lemma 2 it follows that Vg,i(x, vi) E ag(x, zi), where zi is associated with 
ui by formula (4.5). Since for the x’s we have chosen g(x, y) is finite for all 
y E R, we see that 1 ui - zi/ < Cci for all i. Hence limi_ zi = y,(x). On the 
other hand, as h,(x) is finite, it follows by (2.6) that ag(x, zi) remain in a 
compact set. Then by (5.39) and definition of ag we see that 
40(x) E dg(x, Yll(X)) 
thereby completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let { y,, = y,,} c H’(R) and {p,} c FVvq(12) be the sequences found in the 
proof of Theorem 1. Inasmuch as ya y, + yOy, strongly in Hi”(r) it follows 
in particular that 
yOyn(x) -+ Y~Y,(x) a.e. x E r (6.1) 
on some subsequence again denoted (y,}. Then by Egorov’s theorem, for 
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each v > 0 there exists a closed subset E, of r such that the Lebesgue 
measure of T\E, is <q and 
YoY,(X> + YoYdX) uniformly on E,, 
I YoYdX>l G c, for xEE,. 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
Since p is locally Lipschitz, it follows that /3’ are equi-Lipschitz on every 
bounded subset and therefore VP are uniformly bounded on bounded subset. 
Hence 
I VPfn(Yn(x>)l ,< M, for all x E E,. (6.4) 
Then we can select from the y, a sequence, again denoted (y,), such that 
VP(Y,> + P, weak star in L”(E,), (6.5) 
and this fact implies by the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 1, 
that 
pu,(x) = ,lili: p,(x) a.e. x E E,, (6.6) 
where ,u, has the form 
‘%(x>= -y 4iw~(Yi(4)~ (6.7) 
icl, 
where I,,, is a finite set of natural numbers in [m, +cc [, and C$ > 0, 
CicI, a;= 1. 
Fix any x E E, for which (6.6) is true and consider a sequence (zn) 
convergent to yO(x) as n --) co such that V/3(zn) exist for all n. We have 
and 
VF’(Yi(X>) = &I” \a Pc,(Yi(X> - &#I P’(e) de (6.8) 
. -cc. 
p(Zi)=/3((1 +&iP)~1(Yi-Ei8))+vp(zi)(zj-(1 +EiP)-‘(Yi-Eie)) 
+ Wj(B)(Zj - (l + &j/l-l (Yj - &je)), 
where wi(t9) + 0 if Izi - (1 + ei/IP’ (yi - &$)I + 0. From (6.8) it follows 
that 
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= F;lvp(zi)y (1 $E&’ (y- c,B)p’(B)dt9 
-co 
- &i’ p’(B) Wi(B)(Zi - (1 + &i/I)’ (JJi(X) - sic)) de 
- &i’ 
i 
m p’w,(O)(z, - (1 + ED)- ’ (y,(x) - Ed 0)) d8. (6.9) 
-m 
On the other hand, ,~,,(J~(x) - ~~6)) + /?(yO(x)) uniformly in 0 and zi can be 
chosen such that 
Then 
l~i(X)-Zil/Ei~O as i+co. 
zi-(l +“ip)~’ (y,(x)-&ie)~O for ik a3 
and therefore (6.9) yields 
11: (vP’(Yi(x)) - vD(zi)) = O. (6.10) 
Taking into acount the definition of generalized gradient $I and (6.6), (6.7) 
and (6.10) we may infer that 
and hence 
P,@) E @(Y”(X)) 
P,(X) E @(Y”(X)) a.e. XEE, (6.11) 
On the other hand, as shown in the proof of Theorem 1, one has 
vP(Y,>Pn + 8, weak star in M(T) and (L” (Z))*, 
P,‘P strongly in Lq(r). 
(In the sequel we shall simply write p instead of yOp.) Then we see by (6.5) 
that VjFnp,, + ,u, p in Lq’(E,) and 
4=&P on E,, for all q > 0, (6.12) 
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while estimate(5.28) yields 
II&PII L’(E,) < c for all fj > 0. (6.13) 
Let ,U be the measurable friction on r defined by p(x) =p,(x) for x E E,. By 
(6.12) we see that p is well defined and (6.13) along with Fatou’s lemma 
implies that p,u E L’(f) and pp,-+p,u strongly in L’(T) for q + 0. Then we 
see from Eq. (6.12) that pp = (a,), , the absolutely continuous component of 
a,,, an this completes the proof of (3.22). 
Now, we shall assume that N < 3. Then by the Sobolev imbedding 
theorem H’(Q) c C(a) and in virtue of Lemma 6, the functions y, are 
uniformly bounded on a. Since p is locally Lipschitz it follows by (3.6) that 
IVp’“(Y,(X)>l < c for x E r, 
where C is independent of n. Hence 
I I % 6) < cl p,(x)1 a-e. XET 
and therefore (dp,,/&} is weakly compact in L4(T) and a fortiori in L’(T). 
We then have ap/i?v E L’(T) as claimed. 
If p satisfies condition (3.25) then we have 
IVP’(Y,>I < C(IY,I” + 1) a.e. on r. (6.14) 
Since { y,} is bounded in H*(Q), according to a well known imbedding 
theorem (see e.g. [lo]) it follows that {y,, y,} is bounded in L’2’“~‘“‘M~J’(T) 
if N > 4 and in every Lp(T) if N = 4. Inasmuch as {p,} is bounded in every 
L4(T), 1 <q <N/(N- 1) we see by (6.14) that {Vp( y,)p,} is bounded in 
some L’+A (r), A > 0. Hence {Vp’(y,>p,} is weakly compact in L i(r) and 
therefore -8, = ap/av E L’(T) as claimed 
Remark. If /I is differentiable then 
pi Vp’n( y,(x)) = V/3( y&x>> a.e. x E r. 
Since p,(x)-+p(x) a.e. on f and {V/3’n(y,)p,} is bounded in L’(T), we may 
conclude by Fatou’s lemma that V/3(y,)p E L’(T), and therefore 
ap/av + Vp( y,) p = 0 a.e. on r. 
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7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let p be the maximal monotone graph given by (3.26). Then p,(y) = E-’ 
inf ( y, 0) and 
p’(y) = CL 1-111 (y - &B)P(B) de for yER, (7.1) 
26 ‘> 
respectively, 
VP’(y) = K’ (-sI p(B) d6’ for yER. (7.2) 
it ‘I’ 
Denote by <, and 1, the measurable functions on r defined by 
r,(x) = 03 if / y,(x)1 > E, 
= 1, if I y,(x)1 < h 
and 
w> = 0, if y,(x) > - c, 
= 1, if y,(x) < - s. 
(Here ( y,} and { p,} are the sequences found in the proof of Theorem 1.) We 
have therefore 
$(x)=-e-‘/m (y,(x) - ee) p(0) de a.e. x E r (7.3) 
F-‘Yc(X) 
and by (5.25) 
a.e. x E r. 
(Here and in the sequel, writing the “trace” on r we shall omit the 
symbol y0 .) 
One has 
Y,(x)~wP.(x)~(x)1= IPAq pm de 
c -‘Y,(x) 
< c $(x) 
1 I 
a.e. xw- (7.4) 
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This yields 
+ c-’ 1 y,(x)lL,(x)) a.e. x E r. (7.5) 
On the other hand, by (5.28) we have 
8P II II ---.5 av < c, l(r) (7.6) 
while by Lemma 7 and (7.3) it follows that 
lWYrlILqr) < c. 
Hence we can select a sequence E, + 0 as n + co such that 
E aPE n,1?(x)+ 0 a.e. xE r 
and 
(7.7) 
+(x)yEn(x)JJx)-O a.e. x E r. 
Then from (7.6) it follows that 
p,,(x) ‘2 (x) -+ 0 a.e. x E 1-. (7.8) 
By (5.33) we may suppose that p,,+p strongly in Lq(r) and by Lemma 6 
(see (5.19)) ay,ja v -+ ay,/av weakly in H”*(r) and consequently in L*(r). 
Thus we may conclude from (7.8) that 
p(x) 2 (x) = 0 a.e. x E r. (7.9) 
Next by (7.4) we have 
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for some sequence e, + 0. Since yen + y, strongly in L*(T), by the Egorov 
theorem there exists a measurable subset r,, of r such that m(l”\r,) < ?j, 
y, E L”(T,,) (m denotes the Lebesgue measure) and 
YE, (xl + Yo (xl uniformly for x E fn. 
Since +J~,/& --f dp/av = - 6, weak star in M(T) and (L”(r))* it follows by 
(7.10) that 
YoSp=O on rV. (7.11) 
In other words 
J ~,(&)a v dx + @Js(~o w) = 0 r. (7.12) 
for all w E L”(T) which vanish outside I-,,. (Here (a,), and (a,), are the 
absolutely continuous part and the singular part of the measure 6, regarded 
as an element of the space (L”(T))*). On the other hand, the “singularity” 
of (6,), implies the existence of an increasing sequence of measurable subsets 
r, of r such that rn(flr& < k-’ and (J,), = 0 on Lm(f,). Then by (7.12) we 
see that 
I .voC$)a v dx = 0 rvqrk 
for all y/ E La(T) which vanish outside of r, n r,. Hence 
y, (x)(6,), (x) = 0 a.e. x E r (7.13) 
as claimed. 
If 1 ,< N < 3 then H*(0) c C(b) compactly so we may assume that 
y,, -‘y, uniformly in C(a). Since ye(x) > 0 for x E r it follows by (7.5) that 
p,, (a~,~/&) + 0 strongly in L’(T) and by (7.4) we see that 
Y k+O cn av 
strongly in L l(r). 
This yields 
Yod, = 0 on r (7.14) 
(The measure y,6, is well defined because y, E C(b)). By (7.9), (7.13) and 
(7.14) we see that Eqs. (3.38), (3.29) and (3.32) are satisfied. As regards 
Eqs. (3.30), (3.31), they have been proven in Theorem 1. Thus the proof of 
Theorem 3 is complete. 
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8. REMARKS AND EXTENSIONS 
lo Assumption (V) is superfluous if 1 < N < 3, i.e. in all important cases 
arising in practice. Indeed, as remarked earlier, the family { y,}, arising in the 
proof of Theorem 1, is equibounded in C(a) 1 H*(R). Then by assumption 
(iv) and Lemma 2 we see that 
lVg% y,(x>>l < 4x1 a.e., (8.1) 
where h E L’(Q). From (8.1) it follows immediately that {Vg’(-u, y,)} is 
weakly compact in L’(Q) without the use of assumption (v). 
2” Theorems 1,2, 3 as well as their proofs remain true if A is a general 
elliptic differential operator of the form 




where aij and a satisfy conditions (2.2), (2.3), a, E C’(fi) and 
s N 
Of course in this case in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.1 l), A must be replaced by its 
formal adjoint A*. 
3” A parallel study can be done for the control problem 
Minimize 
I (g(x, Y(X)> + $a 4x>> dx I> 
in y E H2(8) n Hi(Q) and u E L*(Q) subject to 




In accordance with Definition 1 we say that a given pair (y,,u,) satisfies the 
generalized Euler-Lagrange conditions for distributed control problem (8.3), 
(8.4) if there exist sequences { y,} c HA(B) n H*(0), {p,} c WA*‘(Q), 
(4,) CL’@) such that 
Y,+Yo strongly in H#2) f7 H*(R), (8.5) 
AY, -+ uo +f strongly in L’(Q), (8.6) 
4, + ~P(Y,>P, = 4, on J2, 63.7) 
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P,-+P 
AP, +AP 
9, + 90 
qo(x) E &(x5 .vo(x)) 
p(x) E - &9(x, uo(x)) 
strongly in L4(Q) and 
weakly in IViSq(Q), 
weak star M(a), 
weakly in L’(Q), 
a.e. x E f4 






As in the case of Definition 1, one sees that the coextremal p satisfies the 
boundary value problem 
Ap t np =f + u. on 0, (8.13) 
p=o on r, (8.14) 
where rccp E M(n) is defined by 
(_ qix) S(x) dx = lim 1 VP’“(y,)p,sdx’Js E C’(fi) 
. 0 *- I) 
Under assumptions of Theorem 1 (except (2.2) which can be weakened to 
c1> 0) one can prove that any optimal pair (yo, uo) of problem (8.3) satisfies 
the generalized Euler-Lagrange conditions (8.5)-(8.12). The proof is essen- 
tially the same but with some simplifications. 
Consider the particular case of control problem (8.3) governed by the 
following variational inequation (the “obstacle problem”) 
(Ay-f-u)y=O; y>O, Ay-f-u>0 a.e. onG, (8.15) 
y=o onr, (8.16) 
which can be obtained choosing in (8.4) 
P(r)=0 for r>O,/?(O)=]--CO,01 and P(r)=@ for r<O. 
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3 one finds that the coextremal 
p E W:,‘(Q) must satisfy 
p(x)(Ay,(x) -f(x) - uo(x)) = 0 a.e. x E Q, (8.17) 
($)a = 0 on {x E Sz; yO(x) > O}. (8.18) 
Hence (y,,p) is a solution to quasi-variational inequality 
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AYO =f+ uo on {.GYo(X) > 01, (8.19) 
AYO >f+ uo on {x;yo(x> = 01, 
VP), = qo on {x;vo(x> > 01, (8.20) 
still retaining Eqs. (8.11) and (8.12). In the special case 1 < N < 3 it follows 
by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3 that z,, E L’(0) so that 
(8.20) reduces to 
Ap=q a.e. on (x E Q; y,(x) > O), 
p=o a.e. on (x E L?; y,(x) = 0; uo(x) tf(x) f 0). 
5” The same approach can be used to obtain necessary conditions for 
control problems (distributed boundary) governed by parabolic variational 
inequations. We expect to give details in a later paper. 
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